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have driven considerable development to gain a deeper understanding of
their mode of action. The ternary complex formed by PROTACs with their
target protein and E3 ubiquitin ligase is the key species in their

substoichiometric catalytic mechanism. Here, we describe the theoretical
framework that underpins ternary complexes, including a current
understanding of the three-component binding model, cooperativity, hook
effect and structural considerations. We discuss in detail the biophysical
methods used to interrogate ternary complex formation in vitro, including
X-ray crystallography, AlphaLISA, FRET, FP, ITC and SPR. Finally, we
provide detailed ITC methods and discuss approaches to assess binary and
ternary target engagement, target ubiquitination and degradation that can be
used to obtain a more holistic understanding of the mode of action within a
cellular environment.

Keywords
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Targeted protein degradation (TPD) - proteolysis-targeting chimeras
(PROTACs) - E3 ubiquitin ligase - Ternary complex - Hook effect -
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3Complexes
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5Abstract

6The rapid and ever-growing advancements from within the field of proteolysis-targeting chimeras
7(PROTAC)-induced protein degradation have driven considerable development to gain a deeper under-
8standing of their mode of action. The ternary complex formed by PROTACs with their target protein and
9E3 ubiquitin ligase is the key species in their substoichiometric catalytic mechanism. Here, we describe the
10theoretical framework that underpins ternary complexes, including a current understanding of the three-
11component binding model, cooperativity, hook effect and structural considerations. We discuss in detail the
12biophysical methods used to interrogate ternary complex formation in vitro, including X-ray crystallogra-
13phy, AlphaLISA, FRET, FP, ITC and SPR. Finally, we provide detailed ITC methods and discuss
14approaches to assess binary and ternary target engagement, target ubiquitination and degradation that
15can be used to obtain a more holistic understanding of the mode of action within a cellular environment.

16Key words Targeted protein degradation (TPD), proteolysis-targeting chimeras (PROTACs), E3
17ubiquitin ligase, Ternary complex, Hook effect, Cooperativity, Biophysical methods, crystal structures,
18Target engagement, Protein ubiquitination

19

201 PROTAC Ternary Complexes: Equilibria and Crystal Structures

1.1 Two-Component

vs. Three-Component

Binding Models

21Two-body binding AU2equilibria have classically been addressed by the
22Hill–Langmuir equation which was formulated by Archibald Hill in
231910 to describe the interaction of oxygen with haemoglobin
24[1]. Since then, the sigmoidal dose–response curve which describes
25these systems has become a permanent fixture in drug discovery for
26the evaluation of ligands interacting with proteins.
27As new chemical biology modalities such as bispecific antibo-
28dies [2], bivalent inhibitors [3–5], molecular glues [6] and most
29recently proteolysis-targeting chimeras (PROTACs) [7] have come
30to the fore, there is now an increased need to understand three-
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31component binding models and the characteristics of the ternary
32complex formed (Fig. 1). Bivalent modalities can be visualised to
33form a ternary complex in a two-step process as depicted in Fig. 1c.
34In the case of PROTACs, the binding order here could potentially
35be random, while molecular glues such as immunomodulatory
36imine drugs (IMiDs) have been shown to require binding to a
37specific protein (Cereblon or CRBN) before neo-substrates can
38be recruited [8]. Unlike the classical sigmoidal curve which is
39used to describe many two-body systems (Fig. 1a), the binding
40isotherm describing the formation of ternary complexes is usually
41represented by a bell-shaped curve (Fig. 1b). The first half of the
42isotherm is visually similar to that of a binary system until the point
43of saturation after which increasing ligand concentration will even-
44tually decrease ternary complex concentration, a phenomenon
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Fig. 1 Comparison of binary and ternary complex formation. (a) Simulated dose–response curves using the
Hill–Langmuir equation where increasing potency results in a left shift of the sigmoidal dose–response curve.
(b) Depiction of bell-shaped dose–response curves typical in ternary complex formation. Increased coopera-
tivity of a system results in improved ternary complex formation and heightening and widening of the curve. (c)
Depiction of potential binding cycle of PROTAC-induced ternary complexes adapted from PDB 5T35. PROTAC
shown as a red and blue surface joined by a linker, the PROTAC can either bind protein ‘A’ (pink surface) or
protein ‘B’ first and cooperativity (α) can be calculated from the Kd values from the individual steps
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45commonly known as the hook effect [9]. In addition, a further layer
46of complexity is added by potential interactions between the two
47protein-binding partners, resulting in cooperativity effects which
48essentially delineates ternary and binary binding affinities and mod-
49ulates the height and width of the curve [10].
50

1.2 Cooperativity

and the Hook Effect

51The hook effect describes the declining effectiveness of a bifunc-
52tional molecule in forming a ternary complex at high concentra-
53tions due to the preferential formation of multiple binary
54complexes. This effect was observed as early as 1905 when the
55presence of a bell-shaped curve in immunoprecipitation assays was
56said to be caused by the ‘prozone phenomenon’ [11]. As well as
57causing issues in immune assays, the hook effect essentially limits
58the therapeutic window of potential therapeutics. This ‘dose-lim-
59ited activity’ has been shown in monoclonal antibody therapies
60which operate via antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
61(ADCC) [12]. PROTAC’s hook effect was observed following
62western blotting, with the loss of protein degradation at high
63compound concentrations [13]. It was later observed biophysically,
64with the appearance of bell-shaped curves in the amplified lumines-
65cent proximity homogeneous assays (AlphaScreen or AlphaLISA)
66measuring ternary complex formation [14, 15]. One interesting
67observation is that not all PROTACs ‘hook’ equally potentially due
68to cooperativity effects as it has been shown that the hook effect can
69be attenuated by cooperativity [16].
70PROTACs mode of action strictly depends on the formation of
71a ternary complex that is productive to subsequent target ubiquiti-
72nation and degradation. This can be achieved in principle in a
73substoichiometric fashion (i.e. without the need to occupy in full
74the target protein) and via a catalytic cycle (i.e. the samemolecule of
75PROTAC can deliver multiple cycles of protein ubiquitination and
76degradation). These features are predicted to drive potent target
77degradation activities at low PROTAC concentration and therefore
78in the first instance should correlate linearly with the amount of
79ternary complex. It is therefore important to better understand
80ternary complex formation equilibria and how they impact PRO-
81TAC mode of action (Fig. 1).
82In the context of ternary complex formation, cooperativity (α)
83describes the increased affinity a ligand ‘B’ has for ‘Protein A’ in the
84presence of ‘Protein C’ vs. ‘Protein A’ alone. For PROTACs, A and
85C are usually different with one being an E3 ligase, but they could
86be the same species in the case of homo-PROTACs that dimerise an
87E3 ligase for self-degradation [17, 18]. Positive α values describe a
88cooperative system which favours the formation of the ternary
89complex and in the context of a bell-shaped curve (Fig. 1) essen-
90tially heightens and widens the curve, extending the activity range
91of any potential therapeutic. One prominent example of coopera-
92tivity from nature comes from bacterial superantigens. These are
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93bacterial toxins which exert their effect by binding major histocom-
94patibility complex (MHC) class II molecules and T-cell receptors
95(TCR) to form a ternary complex, cross-linking T cells with
96antigen-presenting cells and resulting in a cytokine storm
97[19]. This interaction has been found be to be highly cooperative
98by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [20].
99Molecular glues by definition cause the formation of stable
100ternary complexes often overcoming weak binary binding affinities
101and as such rely heavily on cooperativity for their activity. Examples
102include natural products such as rapamycin and the plant hormone
103auxin which highlights the structural diversity of molecular glues
104[21, 22]. While the 31-membered macrocycle rapamycin has a
105molecular weight of 914 Da and a total of 15 stereocentres, auxin
106(Indole-3-acetic acid) has a molecular weight of only 175 Da.
107Rapamycin which is approved as an immunosuppressant for organ
108transplant patients forms a ternary complex with FK506 binding
109protein (FKBP) and the FRB binding domain of the molecular
110target of rapamycin (mTOR) resulting in potent mTOR inhibition
111[21]. In a thorough biophysical characterisation of this complex, it
112was found that rapamycin binds to FRB with a 2000-fold improved
113binding affinity in the presence of FKBP [23]. Auxin functions as a
114plant hormone via binding to TIR1 and the subsequent recruit-
115ment of neo-substrates such as members of the Aux/IAA protein
116family. As TIR1 is the substrate receptor of a SCF E3 ligase, this
117interaction results in the proteasomal degradation of Aux/IAAs
118and effectively activates transcription of auxin response factor
119(ARF) proteins [22].
120In addition to natural products, there are examples of synthetic
121molecular glues such as Indisulam and Thalidomide which were
122developed before their gluing activity was fully understood. These
123therapeutics recruit neo-substrates to the E3 ligases DCAF15 and
124CRBN, respectively (Fig. 2), resulting in proteasomal degradation
125[6]. CRBN-binding compounds (also known as IMiDs) have been
126shown to recruit and degrade a range of β-hairpin-containing pro-
127teins, for example zinc-finger proteins (Fig. 2a) [24]. Indisulam has
128been shown to degrade a specific protein, an essential mRNA
129splicing factor RBM39 [25, 26], and form a highly cooperative
130ternary complex with RBM39 and DCAF15 (Fig. 2b) [27]. In
131contrast to IMiDs and indisulam, PROTACs can either be cooper-
132ative or noncooperative facilitated by the fact they are bifunctional
133molecules and generally contain two already potent inhibitors
134linked together in some way. Just as cooperativity facilitates the
135activity of molecular glues (with often weak binary affinities) and
136can improve the degradation efficiency of PROTACs [14, 17, 28],
137the absence of positive cooperativity can still lead to potent degra-
138dation [29, 30].
139The distinction between PROTACs and molecular glues which
140recruit E3 ligases is well-understood in chemical terms: PROTACs
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141are bifunctional molecules containing a linker, whereas molecular
142glues are essentially linker-less PROTACs and lack a target binding
143moiety. On the other hand, care needs to be taken when developing
144PROTACs made of E3 ligase binders that are themselves molecular
145glues, to ascertain the spectrum of potential proteins being
146degraded. This has been demonstrated by Yang et al. during the
147development of CRBN-based MDM2 degraders when they identi-
148fied compound MG-277 which exhibited a high potency in pheno-
149typic cancer cell growth assays despite showing only modest
150degradation of MDM2 [31]. It was found that the phenotypic
151activity of the compound was MDM2-independent and was a result
152of GSPT1 degradation which has also been identified as an
153off-target of some kinase degraders [32].
154

1.3 Structural Basis

for PROTAC

Cooperativity and

Selectivity

155In much of the early PROTAC literature, the nature of the ternary
156complex was often depicted as two proteins held spatially apart by a
157molecule with a linker ‘floating’ in empty space. This picture
158changed considerably with the emergence of the first structural

A B

Pomalidomide Lenalidomide

β hairpin loop degron

DDB1

CRBN

SALL4
CK1α

Indisulam

DDB1

DCAF15
RBM39

DDA1

Fig. 2 Comparison of binary and ternary complex formation. (a) Depiction of IMiD-based molecular glues
Pomalidomide (left) and Lenalidomide (right) which recruit distinct neo-substrates SALL4 and CK1α, respec-
tively, among others. A requirement for neo-substrate recruitment to IMiD is a β hairpin loop which acts as a
degron motif. (b) Structural basis for RCM39 recruitment to DCAF15 by Indisulam. Top left: full protein
complex; top right: RBM39 is hidden to reveal Indisulam which is buried under RBM39 at the interface
between it and DCAF15
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159information on PROTAC-induced ternary complexes. In 2017, the
160structure solution of the BET bromodomain degrader MZ1 in
161complex with BRD4BD2 and VBC (VHL:ElonginB:ElonginC)
162helped establish a new model for PROTAC-induced ternary com-
163plexes [14]. Rather than acting as an inert spacer between the two
164independent ligands, the linker it was found to coil around itself,
165aiding formation of a significant protein–protein interaction (PPI)
166network and a bowl-shaped interface. These de novo PPIs resulted
167in a stable and cooperative ternary complex (α ¼ 17.6) demon-
168strated by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Perhaps, most
169interesting was the fact that high cooperativity was not conserved
170across the BET family proteins, explaining the propensity for MZ1
171to preferentially degrade BRD4 over the other bromodomains
172despite using a pan-BET inhibitor scaffold JQ1 [33]. This was a
173striking early example of the potential for PROTACs to impact
174drug discovery. The design of selective BET inhibitors had been
175challenging the field for years due to the highly conserved acetyl-
176lysine binding pocket [34]. By targeting the protein for degrada-
177tion, the protein surface residues (which are typically much less
178conserved across protein families) were able to facilitate selectivity
179by forming de novo PPIs with the E3 ligase. The increased selectiv-
180ity conferred by PROTAC-mediated degradation has also been
181demonstrated with the use of VHL and CRBN-recruiting PRO-
182TACs based on Foretinib, a nonselective c-MET tyrosine kinase
183inhibitor [15]. Despite retaining binding to a common set of
18451 kinases, the compounds showed vastly different proteome-
185wide activity, and degradation activity was not found to correlate
186with binary affinities. In particular, one of the kinase targets
187(p38alpha) was shown to be effectively degraded in spite of a
188weak binary binding affinity for the kinase itself.
189While these early studies shed light on the thermodynamic and
190structural properties of PROTAC-induced ternary complexes, it
191was not until 2019 that the first kinetic studies as evaluated by
192SPR were published [35]. With the VBC protein complex immo-
193bilised on the sensor chip surface Roy et al. studied, the binary and
194ternary half-lives (t1/2) of previously published BET degraders
195including MZ1. Consistent with the previously discussed thermo-
196dynamic data, BRD4BD2:MZ1:VBC was shown to form a remark-
197ably stable ternary complex with a t1/2 of 130 s compared to the
198binary (MZ1:VBC) value of 43 s. In addition, cooperativity values
199were calculated in these experiments which were found to correlate
200well to previously reported ITC values [14, 28]. This work was
201further validated later that year when the kinetic findings withMZ1
202were independently repeated, along with the characterisation of the
203potent BET degrader GNE-987 which was shown to form an
204extremely long-lived complex with VBC and BRD4BD1 [36].
205Although cooperativity is not a requirement for potent degra-
206dation, it can not only facilitate selectivity but also potentially allow
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207the use of weak ligands. This would potentially allow the degrada-
208tion of ‘undruggable’ targets for which only weak ligands exist due
209to their shallow featureless pockets. If a PROTAC is able to induce
210productive PPIs and form a cooperative stable ternary complex,
211these proteins could be targeted; however, it is currently very
212difficult to predict features which will facilitate this cooperativity.
213It has been shown in the literature that this is possible. One of the
214first examples of degradation with a weak E3 ligase ligand was using
215a PROTAC containing a fluoro-hydroxyproline motif in the VHL
216binding ligand [37]. Despite the fluorinated VHL binding ligand
21714b losing over 20-fold binding affinity with a dissociation constant
218(Kd) of 3 μM, when conjugated into a ‘MZ1-like’ PROTAC, it
219displayed a BRD4 DC50 between 10 and 30 nM likely owing to the
220measured high cooperativity (α ¼ 14.5) [37].
221In a more recent study, the effect of using weaker VHL ligands
222in androgen receptor (AR) degraders was evaluated, working back
223from an already potent degrader [38]. In this case, a set of inten-
224tionally weaker VHL ligands were synthesised to obtain ligands
225with a Ki of 1–3 μM and conjugated to a previously optimised AR
226warhead-linker combination. Following degradation studies, it was
227found all the compounds tested could catalyse the degradation of
228AR protein and further linker optimisation afforded compound
229ARD-266 which reduces AR protein by >90% at 10 nM.
230Both of the examples described imply that weak binary affinity
231can be compensated for, following PROTAC conjugation, likely
232due to the formation of a stable and cooperative ternary complex.
233While this is encouraging for potentially undruggable targets, these
234cases benefitted from being able to work backwards from an already
235potent degrader and the knowledge that the system being studied
236was ‘degradable’. In contrast, the prospect of starting with a weak
237ligand against a difficult target is expected to be challenging but is
238also one of the most exciting opportunities that a PROTAC
239approach offers.
240

1.4 Ternary Complex

Structures to Guide

PROTAC Design

241The ability to generate structural information of PROTAC-induced
242ternary complexes opens the door for structure-based PROTAC
243design (SBPD) (Fig. 3). Just as structure-based drug design revo-
244lutionised drug discovery, SBPD is expected to aid the currently
245highly empirical nature of PROTAC design and optimisation.
246Rather than considering each ligand in isolation, structural infor-
247mation supported by molecular modelling tools allows for optimi-
248sation at the PPI interface especially through linker design.
249The BRD4BD2MZ1:VBC ternary complex structure discussed
250previously directly facilitated the rational design of novel PRO-
251TACs AT1 and MacroPROTAC-1 (Fig. 3a–c) [14, 39]. As the
252first published example of SBPD, AT1 was designed based on the
253MZ1 crystal structure which identified the tert-leucine group of the
254VHL warhead as an ideal linkage point that was hypothesised to
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255better discriminate against the crystallographic binding mode and
256potentially increase selectivity. Following western blotting and
257unbiased proteomics AT1 was found to exhibit superior selectivity
258for BRD4 than MZ1 and still retain degradation potency on the
259face of a fivefold loss of binding affinity at VHL [14]. While the
260design of MacroPROTAC-1 was based on the same ternary crystal
261structure, a unique macrocyclisation strategy, supported by in silico
262calculations, was undertaken in order to lock the PROTAC in the
263crystallographically observed conformation. Macrocyclisation has
264been used as a strategy in drug discovery to increase potency and
265selectivity by reducing the entropic penalty for binding [40]. In the
266context of a PROTAC with a highly flexible linker, it was hypothe-
267sised that locking the PROTAC in its bioactive conformation could
268be a powerful strategy. In this study, the optimal macrocyclisation

SMARCA2

AT1MacroPROTAC1

C

PROTAC1

PROTAC2

ACBI1

D E F

MZ1

Y98VHL

Additional
oxygen atom

VHL

SMARCA2

A B

VHL

BRD4BD2

VHL

Fig. 3 Structure-based AU3PROTAC design strategies. (a) Depiction of design strategies based on the MZ1 ternary
crystal structure (PDB: 5T35). (b) Ternary crystal structure of MacroPROTAC1 bound to BRD4BD2 and VBC
(PDB: 6SIS). (c) Chemical structures of the compounds described. (d) Ternary crystal structure of PROTAC1
bound to VBC and SMARCA2 (PDB: 6HAY) in which the linker adopts an unfavourable conformation and is
pushed against the protein–protein interface. (e) Ternary crystal structure of the more potent PROTAC 2 bound
to VBC and SMARCA2 (PDB: 6HAX); the more rigid linker now adopts a favourable conformation and forms a
T-stacking interaction with Y98VHL. (f) Overlay of bioactive conformations PROTAC1 and PROTAC2 is depicted
which reveals a good overall conservation of binding mode. Chemical structure of ACBI1, the final optimised
PROTAC which differs from PROTAC2 by a single additional oxygen atom in the linker (red)
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269vector and length were predicted computationally, an important
270step due to the bespoke linker synthesis that was required. Despite a
27112-fold loss in binary binding affinity for BRD4BD2,
272MacroPROTAC-1 exhibited comparable degradation activity to
273MZ1 and the ternary crystal structure confirmed the predicted
274binding mode (Fig. 3b) [39].
275The examples discussed already have been based on the ternary
276structure of MZ1, a potent and already well-characterised degrader.
277Structural information has also been leveraged to drive the design
278of potent PROTACs for SMARCA2 and SMARCA4 proteins
279[41]. These are subunits of chromatin remodelling BAF/PBAF
280complexes which have been identified as cancer targets
281[41]. Although ligands exist for the bromodomains of these pro-
282teins, they have been shown to be ineffective as a cancer therapy
283[42]. In this study, an initial set of PROTACs was synthesised based
284on a published SMARCA2/4 bromodomain ligand [43] and a
285potent VHL-recruiting ligand [44]. Despite only partial degrada-
286tion being observed, biophysical studies were crucial in identifying
287the most cooperative ligand PROTAC 1 which was co-crystallised
288with SMARCA2BD and VBC. Inspection of the crystal structure
289revealed favourable PPIs between SMARCA2BD and VBC; how-
290ever, it was also observed that the polar polyethylene glycol linker
291was in a strained conformation and in unfavourable contacts with a
292hydrophobic interface within the complex (Fig. 3d). Armed with
293this information, a more lipophilic and rigid linker was designed
294containing a phenyl ring which could potentially form pi-stacking
295interactions at the interface. This led to the synthesis of PROTAC
2962 and finally ACBI1 following further modification. The ternary
297crystal structure of PROTAC 2 revealed a similar binding mode of
298the initial hit and a T-stacking interaction between the linker and
299Y98 of VHL (Fig. 3e). These AU4compounds displayed significantly
300improved degradation and were found to be highly cooperative and
301following proteomics studies ACBI1 was qualified as a potent and
302selective degrader of SMARCA2, SMARCA4 and PBRM1.
303As a result of these important studies, the PROTAC ternary
304complex is now receiving increased attention within the field. Its
305characteristics in terms of cooperativity, stability, kinetics and
306potentially geometry have direct implications for selectivity and
307potency of target degradation. Currently, PROTAC design is
308largely empirical in nature, and due to the large number of variables
309including protein-binding warheads, linkage vectors and the chem-
310ical makeup of the linkers themselves, this creates a combinatorially
311large number of potential PROTACs for synthesis. With all this in
312mind, being able to measure biophysical parameters and generate
313structural information is deemed crucial for a guided design, possi-
314bly aided by molecular modelling efforts and consequently a much
315smaller synthesis workload and increased chances of success.
316
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3172 Characterisation of Ternary Complexes Using Biophysical Methods

318The growing realisation of the important role of the ternary com-
319plex in the PROTAC mechanism of action has fuelled the develop-
320ment of new methods or the implementation of existing ones into
321characterising biophysically PROTAC ternary complexes as a cru-
322cial step to evaluate and understand their biological activity. Several
323biophysical methods have been developed to interrogate
324PROTAC-induced ternary complex formation both structurally,
325thermodynamically and kinetically.

2.1 X-Ray

Crystallography

326X-ray crystallography is a prominent tool in drug discovery to
327elucidate key structural insights into the binding modes between
328a small-molecule inhibitor and its target protein. However, crystal-
329lographic evidence of the target:PROTAC:E3 ligase long-remained
330elusive until the first ternary complex crystal structure was solved by
331Gadd et al. in 2017, as previously described (Fig. 3a) [14].
332The methods Gadd et al. used to gain the ternary complex
333crystal structure of VCB:MZ1:Brd4BD2 were to first mix each
334component, VBC, MZ1 and Brd4BD2 in a 1:1:1 stoichiometric
335ratio to form a ternary complex with final combined concentration
336of 10 mg/mL. Crystals were then grown using a hanging-drop
337diffusion format by mixing equal volumes of the ternary complex
338solution and their crystallisation solution which comprised of 13%
339(w/v) PEG 8000 precipitating agent and a 0.1 M sodium citrate
340(pH 6.3) buffer [14]. Similar methods have been used more
341recently by Testa et al. to elucidate the ternary complex crystal
342structure of an MZ1 inspired, macrocyclic-PROTAC (Fig. 3b, c)
343[39], and by Farnaby et al. to crystallise VBC:PROTAC:SMAR-
344CA2BD (Fig. 3d–f) [41].
345As an additional step in the process, size exclusion gel filtration
346can be used to purify the ternary complex and separate it from any
347residual binary complexes and uncomplexed species. However, care
348should be taken in that the complex is sufficiently stable and not to
349dissociate significantly during the chromatographic run.
350

2.2 Proximity

Binding Assays

351Interrogation of ternary complex formation by proximity-based
352assays such as amplified luminescent proximity homogeneous
353assay (AlphaScreen/LISA) and time-resolved fluorescent resonance
354energy transfer (TR-FRET) provides a high-throughput method of
355measuring ternary complex formation. Both techniques share a
356similarity in that they require a donor and an acceptor species.
357When AU5the donor species is excited by light and brought into close
358proximity of the acceptor, energy is transferred and light of a
359particular wavelength is emitted (Fig. 4a). The closer the two
360counterparts are brought together, the higher and more intense
361the output signal will be [45–47].
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Fig. 4 Schematic representations of proximity-based assays. (a) Depiction of an AlphaLISA proximity-based
assay. POI-1 and POI-2 are bound to a donor and an acceptor bead, respectively. Fluorescence of wavelength
520–620 nm is emitted as donor and acceptor are brought into close proximity via a PROTAC-induced ternary
complex. (b) Bell-shaped curve produced from an AlphaLisa assay. As the concentration of PROTAC increases,
more ternary complexes form, causing an increase in signal intensity. A decrease of signal is observed due to
the characteristic hook effect. Positively cooperative (blue), non-cooperative (red) and negatively cooperative
(green) ternary complex proximity profiles are highlighted. (c) Depiction of a TR-FRET competition-based
assay. When a fluorescently labelled acceptor probe is complexed with POI-2, which in turn is bound to a
fluorescent donor probe, a FRET signal is observed as the two fluorophores are in close proximity. No FRET
signal is observed when the PROTAC displaces the probe. (d) Dose–response curve produced by a TR-FRET
competition-based assay. As the concentration of PROTAC alone (black dotted line) or PROTAC:POI-1 complex
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intensity. A rightward shift between binary and ternary binding indicates a negatively cooperative complex
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362The energy transfer process is slightly different between the
363two assays: AlphaLISA involves the conversion of oxygen into a
364more excited singlet state caused by laser excitation of a donor
365bead. This short-lived oxygen species diffuses across to the acceptor
366bead, activating the fluorophore and causing a fluorescence signal
367(Fig. 4a) [47]. In the case of TR-FRET, a FRET signal is generated
368by energy transfer between two complementary fluorophores of
369different wavelengths after being brought into close proximity
370(Fig. 4c) [45].
371A common use of these proximity-based assays is to assess the
372relative population and concentration range at which ternary com-
373plexes form. To simply monitor PROTAC-induced ternary com-
374plex, a PROTAC is usually titrated into a system containing the two
375protein of interest (POI): POI-1 and POI-2 and their respective
376reporter species. As the concentration of PROTAC increases, there
377is a higher population of ternary complexes resulting in a higher
378output signal until a maxima is reached. It was discovered that more
379cooperative PROTACs tend to form highly populated ternary spe-
380cies, hence a higher signal intensity spanning over a wider range of
381concentrations (Fig. 4b) [14].
382Gadd et al. developed an AlphaLISA assay to compare the
383relative ternary complex cooperativities between MZ1, VBC and
384different BET bromodomains [14]. They demonstrated that more
385cooperative complexes give a more intense output signal over a
386wider range of concentrations. To label their proteins, they used
387Ni-coated acceptor beads and streptavidin-coated donor beads
388which would bind to His-tagged bromodomains (BD) and bioti-
389nylated VBC, respectively. As the PROTAC is titrated into a system
390containing the individual proteins and respective beads, the ternary
391complex begins to form. This brings the beads into close proximity
392and emits fluorescence. As more PROTAC is titrated into the assay,
393more ternary complexes are formed and a higher intensity signal is
394received, until the hook effect kicks in. Others have adopted similar
395approaches to compare other VHL-recruiting degraders, which
396target other bromodomains such as Brd7/9 [30], and
397SMARCA2/4 [41], or to analyse CRBN-recruiting BET PRO-
398TACs [48, 49].
399TR-FRET assays have been widely used to study ternary com-
400plexes formed by monovalent molecular glues such as IMiDs with
401the E3 ligase CRBN and recruited neo-substrate proteins [8], and
402more recently small-molecule enhancers of the oncogenic tran-
403scriptional factor, β-Catenin and the SCFβ-TrCP E3 ligase
404[50]. TR-FRET assays have also been used for both CRBN-
405recruiting [29, 51] and VHL-recruiting degraders [52]. These
406examples follow a similar set-up whereby one of the target proteins
407is biotinylated and binds to a terbium or europium-coupled strep-
408tavidin donor. The other protein is labelled with an acceptor fluor-
409ophore such as BODIPY-FL or Alexa488. The mono- or bivalent
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410compound is titrated into the system and with increasing concen-
411tration, more ternary complexes form which results in a higher
412signal intensity.
413

2.3 Competitive and

Direct Binding Assays

414Although proximity assays offer fast and high-throughput methods
415for screening ternary complex formation, the bell-shaped curves
416produced, due to their complexity and overlapping events, are
417difficult to deconvolute in order to obtain accurate information
418about binary and ternary affinities and cooperativity. However,
419these problems can be circumvented by developing competitive
420and direct binding assays.
421Label-dependent binding assays such as fluorescence polarisa-
422tion (FP), TR-FRET and AlphaLISA among others can be used to
423gain key binding parameters such as the binary and ternary Kd and
424so the total ΔG for complex formation between target proteins and
425PROTACs. Such assays can be separated into two classes: competi-
426tive and direct binding assays.
427Competition-based assays involve the displacement of a
428reporter species, usually a labelled small molecule or peptide,
429from one of the proteins recruited by a PROTAC. In competitive
430FP assays, as the labelled reporter is displaced by the PROTAC, the
431signal increases as more reporter species is released into solution.
432The opposite read-out is true for TR-FRET-based assays as decay in
433signal is observed due to the reporter no longer being in close
434proximity/bound for sufficient energy transfer to the
435fluorophore-containing POI (Fig. 4c). Competitive FP or
436TR-FRET is commonly used as primary screening assays due to
437their relative high-throughput prior to more quantitative techni-
438ques such as ITC and SPR. Recently, FP assays have been used to
439determine the stability and cooperativity of ternary complexes
440formed by different generations of VHL-recruiting PROTACs tar-
441geting Brd7/9 [30], and SMARCA2/4 [41]. In these studies,
442researches compared PROTAC-induced, peptide displacement of
443a fluorescently labelled HIF-1α (the natural substrate of VHL)
444bound to VBC in the presence or absence of the target protein.
445Cooperativity can then be determined by taking the ratio between
446Kd values—a rightward shift in the displacement profile of binary to
447ternary binding indicates negative cooperativity, a leftward shift for
448positive cooperativity, while no change in the displacement profile
449indicates a noncooperative complex (Fig. 4d). As an orthogonal
450assay, Farnaby et al. also adopted a competitive TR-FRET-based
451assay to measure the displacement of a biotinylated SMARCA2
452probe in the presence or absence of VBC [41]. A similar competi-
453tive displacement approach was adopted for CRBN-recruiting
454degraders which target Brd4 [51].
455AlphaLISA and TR-FRET can provide a direct read-out out in
456ternary proximity assays and also provide an attractive approach to
457measure both binary and ternary binding affinities under
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458competitive modes. Other approaches such as ITC and SPR offer
459complementary, robust and label-free techniques to directly mea-
460sure binary and ternary binding affinities and also provide impor-
461tant thermodynamic and kinetic binding parameters [53].
462

2.4 Isothermal

Titration

Calorimetry—

Thermodynamics

463Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) assays have been developed
464to provide a direct, label-free measurement of the thermodynamics
465of PROTAC-induced ternary complex formation in solution
466[14]. Key parameters such as associative binding constant (Ka)
467(and so the dissociation constant, Kd), changes in Gibb’s free
468energy (ΔG) and entropy (ΔS), and also the stoichiometry of
469binding (N) can all be obtained from a single ITC experiment.
470Gadd et al. devised a strategy where they performed reverse
471titrations POI-1 in the syringe and the PROTAC in the cell, instead
472of the more common approach involving titrating the small mole-
473cule from the syringe into a solution of protein in the cell. This was
474done to circumvent potential competing equilibria due to the hook
475effect during the titration. They first titrated POI-1 (BET BDs)
476into the PROTAC (MZ1) which gave a binary binding affinity for
477the PROTAC to the target protein (Kd

POI-1
). This was followed by

478a further titration of POI-2 (VBC) into the saturated POI-1:
479PROTAC complex, giving a ternary binding affinity (Kd

T, POI-2).
480Because POI-1 and POI-2 do not interact alone in the absence of
481the PROTAC, any excess of the unbound POI-1 present in the cell
482from the first titration will not interfere with the heat signal
483obtained while titrating POI-2 to form the ternary complex. A
484separate titration of POI-2 into PROTAC alone is required to get
485a reference binary binding affinity (Kd

POI-2) which can be used to
486calculate the cooperativity of the ternary complex (α ¼ Kd

POI-2/
487Kd

T,POI-2) [14].
488This approach has allowed full thermodynamic characterisation
489of PROTAC-induced ternary complexes for other VHL-recruiting
490degraders, which target other bromodomains such as Brd7/9 [30],
491and SMARCA2/4 [41], as well as PROTACs which dimerise an E3
492ligase such as the VHL homo-PROTACs [17]. Although ITC can
493provide full characterisation of PROTAC-induced ternary com-
494plexes, the assay has limited throughput and requires relatively
495large quantities of material compared to most other assays.
496

2.4.1 Introduction to

Biophysical

Characterisation of

PROTAC-Induced Ternary

Complex Formation by

Isothermal Titration

Calorimetry Methods

497An example of an isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) procedure
498to interrogate formation of a ternary complex between
499VHL-Elongin B-Elongin C complex (VBC), a PROTAC com-
500pound, e.g. MZ1 and a BET bromodomain chosen between
501Brd2-BD1, Brd3-BD1, Brd4-BD1, Brd2-BD2, Brd3-BD2 and
502Brd4-BD2, is provided, as demonstrated by Gadd et al. in
5032017 [14].
504
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2.4.2 Materials 5051. ITC Buffer: 20 mM Bis-Tris Propane, pH ~7.4, 150 mM
506NaCl, 1 mM TCEP.

5072. DMSO.

5083. POI-1: BET bromodomain (BET BD).

5094. POI-2: VBC.

5105. PROTAC: MZ1.
511

2.4.3 Methods 512Strategy: the experimental strategy involves running reversed titra-
513tions, i.e. POI-1 in the syringe, and PROTAC in the sample cell, to
514measure binary complex formation. This circumvents issues caused
515with the hook effect in a ternary titration, whereby the POI-2 is
516titrated into the remaining solution from the first titration of POI-1
517into PROTAC.
518

Protein Dialysis 5191. Prepare 2 L of ITC buffer by first adding 1.5 L of water to a
520beaker and then bis-tris propane (11.33 g), sodium chloride
521(17.53 g) and tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride
522(TCEP·HCl) (573 mg). Adjust the pH to 7.4, make the solu-
523tion up to 2 L in a measuring cylinder with water, transfer to a
5242 L beaker, and finally store at 4 �C.

5252. Take desired amount of protein (BET BD and VBC) to be used
526for the following day. Dialyse these proteins in ITC buffer by
527using low molecular weight (~3.5 kDa) cut-off dialysis tubing,
528suspended in the 2 L beaker, and stir at 4 �C overnight.

5293. Following dialysis, transfer each protein into separate Eppen-
530dorf tubes and measure their concentrations in molar by taking
531three A280nm measurements per sample, calculating the mean
532from the three read-outs and then dividing by the protein’s
533extinction coefficient.

5344. Take a large amount of dialysis buffer, and transfer to a Falcon
535tube by filtering through a 0.22 μm syringe filter to use for
536protein and sample dilutions and for cleaning the sample cell
537and Hamilton syringes.
538

PROTAC Preparation 5391. Dissolve PROTAC (MZ1) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to
540make a 10 mM stock.

5412. For binary titrations between PROTAC and BET BD and for
542PROTAC and VBC, dilute the 10 mM stock in dialysis buffer
543by taking 2 μL of the 10 mM stock and adding 998 μL of
544dialysis buffer to obtain a final PROTAC concentration of
54520 μM in ITC buffer and 0.2% (v/v) DMSO.
546

Protein Preparation 5471. Make a 10% (v/v) DMSO stock in dialysis buffer—required for
548matching up final DMSO concentration at 0.2% (v/v) in sam-
549ples without PROTACs.
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5502. Make a 0.2% (v/v) DMSO stock in dialysis buffer—required
551for control titrations of protein into buffer and buffer into
552PROTAC and for washing syringe and sample cells between
553titrations.

5543. Make a solution of at least 60 μL of BET BD at a concentration
555which is tenfold greater than that of the PROTAC (assuming a
5561:1 binding stoichiometry), e.g. 200 μM in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO
557in dialysis buffer. If protein is plentiful, make a 100 μL solution
558by mixing the correct amount of protein stock with the original
559dialysis buffer containing NO DMSO to a volume of 98 μL in
560order to achieve a final concentration of 200 μM. Finally, top
561up with 2 μL of the 10% (v/v) DMSO in dialysis buffer stock to
562a total volume of 100 μL.
5634. In order to run three VBC titrations with the same protein
564sample on the same day, make up 200 μL of VBC at 168 μM in
5650.2% (v/v) DMSO in dialysis buffer. Do this by adding 4 μL of
56610% (v/v) DMSO in dialysis buffer stock and adding the
567correct amount of protein to dilute to 168 μM. Finally, top
568up to 200 μL with the original dialysis buffer containing NO
569DMSO. The final concentration of VBC should be 168 μMdue
570to that being 10� of the concentration at which the PROTAC
571gets diluted to in the cell at the end of the previous binary
572titration.
573Note: accurate matching of final DMSO concentration
574across both sample cell and syringe solutions is critical to ensure
575high quality of data, as any potential mismatch in DMSO
576concentration between the two will lead to large heat of dilu-
577tion from DMSO that can interfere with and even obscure the
578heat of binding that is to be measured.
579

Titration Procedure 580Titrations are performed using an ITC200 microcalorimeter
581(GE Healthcare). The titrations are performed in reverse mode
582(i.e. the protein in the syringe and the ligand in the sample cell).
583The experiment consists of 19� 2 μL injections of protein solution
584at a rate of 0.5 μL/s in 120 s time intervals. An initial 0.4 μL
585injection of protein is made and discarded during data analysis, as
586per the manufacturer instruction. The experiments are performed
587at 25 �C with a stirring speed of 600 rpm.
588Notes: Ensure to wash the syringe between titrations, using the
589dialysis buffer stock with 0.2% (v/v) DMSO.
590DO NOT remove the solution remaining in the sample cell
591after performing a binary titration of protein into PROTAC and
592prior to performing the ternary titration.
593Wash the sample cell after all titration experiments, except
594when performing a binary titration that needs to be followed by a
595ternary titration (see above).
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596Degas all samples briefly under vacuum before loading them
597into the sample cell or syringe. This procedure will help to minimise
598the formation of air bubbles during the titration, which can lead to
599poor data and so ruin the experiment.
600

Control Titrations 6011. Titrate the 0.2% (v/v) DMSO in dialysis buffer stock into
60220 μM of PROTAC in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO. Do a separate
603titration of 0.2% (v/v) DMSO in dialysis buffer stock into
60416.8 μM of PROTAC in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO.

6052. Titrate 200 μM of BET BD in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO into 0.2%
606DMSO dialysis buffer stock. Do a separate titration with
607168 μM VBC in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO into 0.2% (v/v) DMSO
608dialysis buffer stock.

6093. The data from these control titrations can be used for baseline
610subtraction in binary and ternary titrations.
611

Binary BET BD and Ternary

Titrations

6121. Titrate 200 μM of BET BD into 20 μM of PROTAC. Both
613were made with 0.2% (v/v) DMSO and dialysis buffer.

6142. Wash and dry the syringe and remove the excess solution from
615the top of the sample cell (as if starting the titration for the first
616time), and keep to one side in case of issues with the differential
617power (DP) or air bubbles.

6183. Titrate 168 μM of VBC into the sample cell which now con-
619tains 16.8 μMof PROTAC + stoichiometric excess of BET BD,
620remaining from the previous titration, again all in 0.2% (v/v)
621DMSO and dialysis buffer. This sample cell concentration was
622calculated as follows.

C ¼ C 0 V½ � cellð Þ= V cellþ V injð Þ
623

624Co ¼ Initial [PROTAC] in the cell (20 μM).
625V_cell ¼ Volume of the sample cell (200.12 μL).
626V_inj ¼ Volume of titrant injected initially (38.4 μL).
627Note: The experiment is conducted in this way to ensure
628that >99% of PROTAC is bound to the BET BD prior to
629injecting VBC into the cell. This experimental set-up assumes
630that VBC does not interact with the excess BET BD. This
631assumption can be easily checked by performing a control
632titration between the two proteins in the absence of PROTAC
633and comparing the observed heat with that from the
634corresponding control titration.
635

VBC Binary Titration 636In order to calculate cooperativity (α), a separate binary titration of
637VBC into PROTAC must be performed.

6381. Titrate the 0.2% (v/v) DMSO in dialysis buffer stock into
63920 μM of PROTAC in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO.
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6402. Wash and dry the syringe and remove the excess solution from
641the top of the sample cell (as if starting the titration for the first
642time), and keep to one side in case of issues with the DP or air
643bubbles.

6443. Titrate 168 μM of VBC into the diluted PROTAC solution,
645again all in 0.2% (v/v) DMSO and dialysis buffer.
646

Data Analysis 647Data is usually fitted using a single-binding site model to obtain
648stoichiometry n, the association constant Ka (from which the dis-
649sociation constant Kd can be readily calculated) and the enthalpy of
650bindingΔH usingMicroCal LLC ITC200 Origin software which is
651provided by the manufacturer. The entropy of binding ΔS is also
652given by the MicroCal LLC ITC200 Origin software or can be
653obtained from the binding thermodynamics equation ΔS ¼ (ΔH �
654ΔG)/T, once the free energy ΔG is calculated from the measured
655Ka using the equation ΔG ¼ �RT � ln(Ka).
656

2.5 Surface Plasmon

Resonance—Kinetics

657PROTAC delivers a kinetic cycle of recognition, target ubiquitina-
658tion and degradation. The kinetics of each individual step in the
659mechanism therefore are likely to play an important role in the
660overall efficiency of the process, much as they do in enzyme catalysis
661[54]. However, until recently, the kinetics of PROTAC-induced
662ternary complex association and dissociation had not come into
663focus. This changed with a first study characterising the kinetics of
664PROTAC ternary complexes using SPR [35].
665Similarly to ITC, SPR is a label-free technique which can pro-
666vide key thermodynamic binding parameters, Ka and Kd, of both
667binary and ternary complex formation but at a much higher
668throughput and offering, yet another way of quantifying coopera-
669tivity. In addition, SPR offers a unique way of characterising ternary
670complexes kinetically, by deconvoluting the associative (kon) and
671dissociative (koff) rate constants of the ternary complex equilibrium
672(Fig. 5). In 2019, Roy et al. developed the first SPR-based assay to
673measure the kinetics of PROTAC-induced ternary complexes
674[35]. They chose to benchmark their assay using the well-
675characterised PROTACMZ1, as well as other BET targeting PRO-
676TACs which had also been characterised by ITC [14, 28, 35]. They
677designed a VBC construct which harboured an AviTag sequence on
678ElonginB for site-specific biotinylation (called ‘biotin-VCB’), and
679expressed, purified and immobilised the resulting biotinylated pro-
680tein onto a streptavidin-loaded SPR chip. They then measured
681kinetics of the binary interaction between the immobilised VBC
682and PROTAC alone or the ternary interaction between the immo-
683bilised VBC and the preincubated, PROTAC:BD complex. The
684experiments revealed that the ternary complexes formed between
685VBC andMZ1 and Brd2BD2 and Brd4BD2 had the slowest dissocia-
686tive half-life (calculated by t1/2 ¼ ln2/koff) of 67 and 130 s,
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687respectively, and much slower than Brd3BD2 (t1/2 ¼ 6 s). Con-
688versely, the fastest dissociating ternary complexes were formed with
689the first bromodomains (BD1) of Brd2, Brd3 and Brd4 with t1/
6902 < 1 s. Interestingly, the dissociative half-lives of the ternary
691complexes of VBC:MZ1 with the BD2s were found to correlate
692with the initial rates of degradation of the different BET proteins,
693with the most stable and long-lived complexes driving faster rate of
694target degradation, as a result of a greater level of protein ubiqui-
695tination [35]. Overall, these studies are providing emerging evi-
696dence that the lifetime and overall stability of the PROTAC ternary
697complex directly influence the outcome of target protein degrada-
698tion [41, 35].
699More recently, Pillow et al. adopted a similar SPR strategy,
700where they compare the JQ1-based BET degraders, MZ1 and
701ARV-771 with their new picomolar potent degrader, GNE-897.
702The ternary complex between VHL, GNE-897 and Brd4BD1 was
703found to have a dissociative half-life of just over 1 h [36]. These
704findings again demonstrate the relationship between a long-lived
705ternary complex and the potency of the degrader molecule.
706In vitro biophysical methods offer key mechanistic insights into
707the way by which we perceive PROTAC-induced ternary complex
708formation. The techniques described above allow researchers to
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of an SPR-based assay for binary and ternary complex formation. POI-2 is
immobilised onto the sensor chip. For binary experiments (top), varying concentrations of PROTAC are flowed
over the POI-2 immobilised surface resulting in a low maximal response (Rmax) due to the relatively small
increase in surface density. For ternary experiments (bottom), varying concentrations of PROTAC:POI-1
complex with excess POI-1 are flowed over the surface resulting in a high Rmax. Examples of binding profiles
for a single injection of PROTAC and PROTAC:POI-1 are shown (top right and bottom right, respectively). The
ternary binding profile (bottom right) shows a comparison between a ternary complex with a long dissociative
half-life (t1/2) (red) and a ternary complex with a short t1/2 (green). Kinetic parameters: kon (associative rate
constant), koff (dissociative rate constant) and SS (steady state) are labelled
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709fully characterise the formation and dissociation of PROTAC-
710induced ternary complex both thermodynamically and kinetically.
711As these techniques use mostly purified, recombinant protein con-
712structs rather than full-length proteins, they provide a first shell of
713interactions so serve as good a model for how these compounds are
714behaving within the cell. To understand the full picture of ternary
715complexes, ultimately similar biophysical techniques and
716approaches must be incorporated or adapted to work into a more
717native environment.
718

7193 Cellular and Functional Characterisation of Targeted Protein Degradation
720Mediated Via Ternary Complex Formation

3.1 Cellular Target

Engagement Assays

721PROTACs efficacy stems from the productive simultaneous
722engagement of both target protein and E3 ligase within the ternary
723complex. Therefore, PROTACs require the procurement of selec-
724tive ligands for both targets. Conventionally, ligand-target engage-
725ment is observed via in vitro biophysical techniques using
726recombinant proteins; however, these approaches do not replicate
727the complexity of the intracellular environment adequately. Com-
728pound exposure is crucial to cellular target engagement and is
729affected by permeability, export/efflux, compound sequestration
730and protein compartmentalisation [55]. Inadequate exposure leads
731to lower efficacy, typified by compounds with high-affinity in vitro
732but lower affinity in cellular assays, a phenomenon termed ‘cell
733drop-off’ [56].{Swinney, 2004 #4} Cell-based target engagement
734assays are therefore vital in the development of de novo small-
735molecule probes and PROTACs in early drug discovery.
736

3.1.1 Binary Target

Engagement

737Chemical proteomics approaches have, in recent years, emerged as a
738powerful method for measuring target engagement in cells. These
739approaches use occupancy probes that enrich specific target pro-
740teins from cell lysate for quantitative mass spectrometry analysis.
741These probes contain a selectivity handle (against the POI) and a
742functional moiety for immobilisation or protein isolation,
743e.g. biotin. The selectivity handle consists of either the compound
744being assessed (affinity-based probes) or a reactive group that irre-
745versibly binds to the target (activity-based probes). Target engage-
746ment is observed through competition against an unmodified
747compound. Affinity-based probes have previously demonstrated a
748novel engagement of Bufexamac forHDAC6/HDAC10 [57]. Sim-
749ilarly, fluorophosphate activity-based probe has observed unchar-
750acterised serine hydrolases activity of protein within breast cancer
751tissue [58]. The improved kinobead solid-supported probes
752enabled analysis of the interactomes of 243 kinase inhibitors [59].
753Advantages of activity�/affinity-based probes include com-
754plete proteome analysis within a single experiment and their
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755applicability in primary and patient-derived cell lines. Proteomic
756approaches, however, require cell lysis which disrupts the binding
757equilibria of reversible affinity-based probes. Photo-affinity label-
758ling circumvents this problem via induced UV-mediated photo-
759crosslinking of a probe to a target protein. Dasatinib AU6and JQ1
760inhibitors engagement was investigated using a 2-aryl-5-carboxy-
761tetrazole (ACT) photo-affinity label approach [60].
762The cellular thermal shift assay (CETSA) is an alternative
763approach that requires no protein or compound modification.
764CETSA works on the principle of thermodynamic stabilisation
765induced by compound binding. Molina et al. recognised that
766compound-mediated thermodynamic stabilisation could be
767observed in cells and under nonlytic conditions up to 65 �C
768[61]. The compound-mediated shift in protein aggregation is
769quantifiable by different methods such as immunoblotting,
770reporter-based techniques and mass spectrometry. Combining
771CETSA and chemoproteomics approaches for target engagement,
772Klaeger et al. assessed the target engagement and selectivity profile
773of clinical kinase drugs [62]. Limitations AU7of CETSA include the
774need for affinity reagents, i.e. antibodies, limitations of affinity free
775approaches, and a bias against protein complexes has been
776observed. Nanoluciferase thermal shift assay (NaLTSA), which
777measures thermodynamic stability as a luminescent output, circum-
778vents the need for antibodies and has been implemented to detect
779inhibitor activity against kinases, bromodomains and HDACs.
780NaLTSA is amenable for high-throughput experiments making it
781an appealing alternative to CETSA [63].
782Live cell imaging utilising fluorescent occupancy probes are
783appealing approaches for protein targets intractable to proteomic
784or thermostability-based methods, e.g. membrane proteins. In this
785approach, the fluorescent probe acts competitively against a non-
786derivatised compound added in a dose-dependent manner, as seen
787with CA200645 fluorescent probe being used to compete against
788compounds for binding with A3 and A1 receptors [64]. A limita-
789tion of fluorescent probes is that they must not be cross-selective as
790success is dependent on the proximal association of the fluorophore
791to the correct protein.
792A similar approach termed fluorescence anisotropy (FA) or
793polarisation (FP) can observe compound engagement in live cells.
794Fluorescent polarisation has been shown at a single-cell resolution
795for observing ibrutinib and olaparib engagement in cells. The
796benefit of this approach is the increased spatial resolution,
797i.e. single-cell microscopy enabled observation of engagement het-
798erogeneity among individual cells [65].
799Despite requiring target and compound modification, Foerster
800resonance energy transfer (FRET) offers a direct, real-time, high-
801throughput screening approach for observing target engagement in
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802living cells. A limitation of FRET technologies is that the back-
803ground fluorescence produces a poor signal-to-noise ratio. Time-
804resolved FRET (TR-FRET) improves the signal-to-noise ratio by
805using lanthanides which have an extended fluorescent half-life;
806however, TR-FRET is considered intractable for intracellular pro-
807teins without cell lysis.
808An orthogonal approach that is tractable for intracellular pro-
809teins in live cells is bioluminescent resonance energy transfer
810(BRET). BRET uses a bioluminescent protein, such as the lucifer-
811ase fromRenilla reniformis, which does not require light excitation
812and benefits from a low background fluorescence [66]. Unlike
813TR-FRET, BRET has demonstrated engagement and residence
814time of HDAC inhibitors; SAHA, FK228 and TDP-A against
815target HDACs [67].
816PROTAC degraders in their own right are emerging as poten-
817tial chemical tools for target engagement studies. The idea is to
818derivatise small molecules with suspected target binding affinity
819into a bifunctional PROTAC molecule in the hope to identify one
820or more proteins being degraded, e.g. by proteomics, as a read-out
821for target engagement. This approach was applied to the com-
822pound CCT251236 to validate its engagement with the target
823protein pirin, which was confirmed via converting CCT251236
824into a PROTAC and then observing degradation of pirin upon
825treatment of cells [68].
826

3.1.2 Target Engagement

of the Ternary Complex

827The PROTACs ternary complex is the key species in the PROTAC
828mechanism of action; therefore, understanding the formation effi-
829ciency and kinetics of ternary complexes within a cellular context is
830valuable in guiding structure–activity relationship (SAR) develop-
831ment of PROTAC compounds. Importantly, due to the potential
832transient and dynamic nature of the ternary complex, direct obser-
833vation in cells can lead to false negatives results.
834Whitworth et al. developed an optimised AlphaLISA assay for
835observing the ternary complex within cell lysates. PROTAC
836MZ1-mediated ternary complex formation was probed using
837ectopically expressed FLAG-tag-conjugated BRD4-BD2 and bio-
838tinylated E3 ligase that could complex with a FLAG-tag-coated
839bead acceptor and streptavidin-coated bead donor. AlphaLISA sig-
840nal was measured from the close proximity of FLAG-tagged accep-
841tor beads to streptavidin donor beads. This research accomplished
842the first use of the AlphaLISA assay for observing ternary complex
843formation using full-length proteins natively expressed within cells
844[69]. As this is an endpoint assay, this system benefits for a detec-
845tion mechanism not precluded by the degradation of the target
846protein; however, real-time observation of the ternary complex
847cannot be observed using this approach, and it is not generally
848suited for high-throughput screening applications.
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849Another approach by Riching et al. uses the previously dis-
850cussed BRET technology to determine ternary complex formation
851in living cells [70]. The approach termed NanoBRET utilises a
852NanoBiT luciferase-tagged protein donor and a HaloTag-
853conjugated protein labelled with the 618 ligand—a fluorophore-
854containing chloroalkane handle for use in the HaloTag technol-
855ogy—as the fluorescent acceptor (Fig. 6a). HiBiT, an 11-amino
856acid peptide tag, was conjugated to the BET proteins BRD2, BRD3
857and BRD4. HiBiT complexed with the ectopically expressed LgBIT
858in a furimazine substrate environment produces luminescence.
859Cells containing HiBiT-conjugated BET proteins ectopically
860expressing HaloTag-conjugated VHL or CRBN, LgBIT, furima-
861zine substrate, and 618 Ligand treated with either MZ1 or dBET1
862PROTACs were monitored to observe ternary complex formation.
863The ratiometric nature of this approach makes it suitable for obser-
864vation of the ternary complex as it is limitedly impacted by protein
865turnover; however, the addition of a proteasomal inhibitor can
866increase NanoBRET signal. One limitation of the NanoBRET
867system is that it has a weaker signal-to-noise ratio compared to
868non-FRET-based assays.
869Phase-shift live cell imaging approaches have been used to
870observed ternary complex formation of PROTACs targeting BET
871proteins. SPPIER (separation of phase-based protein interaction
872reporter) by Chung et al. detected dBET1-, ARV-825 and
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Fig. 6 PROTAC based applications of the NanoBRET experimental platform. (a) Application of NanoBRET to
determine the extent of PROTAC-mediated ternary complex formation. Fluorescence signal arise when a
luminophore-tagged POI and a HaloTag-fused E3 ligase are brought into proximity. (b) Application of
NanoBRET to determine the extent of PROTAC-induce target ubiquitination. Fluorescence signal arise when
a luminophore-tagged POI is covalently modified with an ectopically expressed ubiquitin–HaloTag conjugate.
PROTAC compound composed of POI ligand (green circle), E3 ligand (orange triangle) connected by a linker
(black), POI (green), E3 (orange), NanoBIT/luciferase (blue), NanoBRET 618 Ligand (red), HaloTag–Ubiquitin
(yellow and orange, respectively)
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873ARV-771-mediated ternary complex formation of BRD4 BD1with
874their respective E3 ligases [71]. SPPIER functions by the use of
875EGFP-HOTags conjugated to the interacting partners and upon
876initiation of a ternary complex induce the formation of a multi-
877domain complex transforming a defuse EGFP signal into
878condensed detectable EGFP fluorescent puncta. A limitation of
879this approach is its low spatial resolution; however, its high bright-
880ness, distinct phase change and real-time applicability suggest this
881approach is amenable to high-throughput screening.
882FLOUPPI (fluorescent-based technology detecting protein–
883protein interaction) approach also utilises phase-shift fluorescent
884imaging [72]. It involves the co-expression of an Azami-Green
885(AG)-fused protein and another assembly helper (Ash)-tagged pro-
886teins in cells. AG-derived fluorescence is diffuse in the absence of
887ternary complexing; however, once the engagement is initiated,
888AG-derived fluorescence produces fluorescent foci through com-
889plexing of the two proteins through Ash tags. dBET1 and
890ARV-825 induced the formation of GFP foci as a result of
891CRBN: BRD4: PROTAC ternary complex formation. FLOUPPI
892has a higher spatial resolution compared to SPPIER, enabling
893FLOUPPI to determine the intracellular localisation of
894PROTAC-mediated ternary complex formation. A possible limita-
895tion of this approach, however, is that nonspecific foci formation
896can occur as a result of target protein self-oligomerisation, thereby
897limiting the scope of this approach.
898

3.2 Cellular Target

Ubiquitination and

Degradation Assays

899Ternary complex formation is a necessary step in the PROTAC
900mechanism of action, but may not be sufficient for downstream
901catalysis. Functional PROTACs must be able to induce ubiquitina-
902tion of their protein targets before degradation can proceed. A
903PROTACs ability to induce productive ubiquitination is dependent
904on other factors, such as the relative configuration and stability of
905the ternary complex produced by a PROTAC, E3 ligase, and the
906target protein [35, 73]. Therefore, assays that can observe protein
907ubiquitination & degradation in a cell-based environment are
908instrumental for developing functional PROTACs.
909

3.2.1 Assessing Target

Ubiquitination in Cells

910Conventional methods for determining ubiquitination in PRO-
911TAC activity studies involves affinity tag pull-downs, or
912co-immunoprecipitation of PROTAC-treated cells with a western
913blot or mass spectrometry-based read-out. The abundance of dif-
914ferent types of highly specific ubiquitin antibodies makes this
915approach amenable to most PROTAC activity studies.
916Another aspect of ubiquitination is linkage type, with different
917linkages and chain lengths/topologies resulting in different cellular
918responses. Linear K48- and K63-linked ubiquitin strands are com-
919monly studied in PROTAC activity studies since they facilitate
920recognition by the proteasome, for example, as presented by Chu
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921et al., demonstrating K48-specific polyubiquitination of Tau using
922a novel degrader TH006 [74]. Other linkage types are also probed
923since this can reveal information regarding E3 ligase activity and
924PROTAC efficacy. As AU8seen when DT2216-mediated degradation of
925BCL-XL induced Lys 87 ubiquitination [75].
926A complementary approach for determining linkage type is to
927use ectopically overexpressed lysine-substituted ubiquitin mutants.
928These ubiquitin mutants are deficient in the necessary lysine
929required for a single linkage type, by probing with different
930mutants it possible to determine linkage type of an enriched ubi-
931quitinated protein. Ottis et al. demonstrated different ubiquitina-
932tion linkage types produced by stably expressed E3 ligases–
933HaloTag conjugates. They concluded that different E3 ligases facil-
934itate different linkage types, as an example, hijacking β-TrCP-
935induced formation of K48 linkages, while parkin led to K27 and
936K6 linkages [76].
937Riching et al. have also developed two BRET-based assay for
938determining ubiquitination kinetics using the same HiBiT-BET
939conjugate donors discussed previously but paired with ectopically
940overexpressed HaloTag–Ubiquitin conjugate acceptor (Fig. 6b)
941[70]. In the presence of ligand 618 and ectopically expressed
942LgBIT, Riching et al. demonstrated rapid and more extensive
943ubiquitination of BRD2 and BRD4 in the presence of MZ1 PRO-
944TAC, relative to BRD3. The orthogonal approach, the Nano-
945BRET™ immunoblot assay, utilises a polyclonal ubiquitin primary
946antibody and Alexa594-conjugated secondary antibody as an
947acceptor. Their results showed that both approaches show identical
948trends to those observed in the HaloTag–Ubiquitin kinetic
949experiments.
950

3.2.2 Assessing Protein

Degradation in Cells

951The last step of the PROTAC mechanism of action is protein
952degradation, and since functional PROTACs must be able to
953induce degradation, it is, therefore, imperative to have robust assays
954in hand to be able to observe degradation dynamics within a cellular
955context.
956Given that the ternary complex has a bell-shaped isotherm, it is
957important to recognise that false negatives can arise from cellular
958degradation studies where PROTAC concertation exceeds maximal
959ternary complex formation, resulting in the ‘Hook effect’, so dose-
960dependent experiments are best performed in PROTAC activity
961studies (Fig. 7).
962An important factor in degradation studies is the use of appro-
963priate controls. An important control is the use of inactive PRO-
964TAC analogues that, for example, lack binding to the target or E3
965ligase, as means to validate PROTAC mechanism of degradation.
966These are important controls because they control for ternary
967complex formation, and other artefacts, for example compound
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968binding, may destabilise the protein target in a PROTAC indepen-
969dent mechanism. An example of this latter mechanism is the study
970by Kerres et al., where binding to the BCL6 BTB domain was
971found to induce BCL6 degradation in a proteasomal-dependent
972fashion yet via an unknown mechanism [77].
973Another parameter that can impact on the observed degrada-
974tion is the target protein resynthesis rate. Commonly, washout
975experiments are performed, so that a degraded protein can be
976observed returning to a native protein level upon removal of the
977PROTAC compound from the cell medium. To this regards, pro-
978teins with a long half-life and so slow resynthesis rate would be
979expected to recover much slower than proteins with short half-life
980and fast resynthesis rate. However, even for the same target protein,
981it can be observed that recovery times can vary with different
982PROTAC compounds, presumably as the result of different cellular
983uptake and different ternary complex stabilities for the different
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Fig. 7 Hook effect observed in PROTAC-induced protein degradation and ternary
complex formation. Representative western blot showing POI protein levels
across a serial dilution of PROTAC concentration. The observed degradation
effect correlates to the extent of PROTAC-mediated ternary complex formation
as represented by the bell-shape curve shown above. PROTAC compound: POI
ligand (orange triangle), E3 ligand (green square), connected by a linker; POI
(orange), E3 (green)
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984PROTACs [70]. Interestingly, some proteins have an accelerating
985resynthesis rate as a result of transcriptional upregulation following
986their cellular depletion. Recent proteomic approaches have enabled
987precise quantitation of mature proteins separately from nascent
988proteins, as well as monitoring the proteomic environment upon
989degrader treatment over time. Savitski et al. using this approach
990indicated that PROTAC degrader-mediated reduction in BRD2,
991BRD3 and BRD4 protein levels does not accelerate their resynthe-
992sis up to 24 h [78].
993Dose dependency, timing, and the extent of degradation
994induced by PROTACs are the most commonly monitored assess-
995ments of PROTAC efficacy in cells. These measurements are typi-
996cally performed using immunoblotting. Zengerle AU9et al.
997demonstrated a standard dose-dependent cell-based immunoblot
998assay of BET protein expression against treatment with different
999concentrations of BET PROTAC degraders, which enabled us to
1000identify MZ1, the first BET PROTAC degrader that showed pref-
1001erential degradation of Brd4 other the other BET proteins Brd2
1002and Brd3 [33]. This approach is well established within the litera-
1003ture, making it an attractive first approach for determining
1004PROTAC-mediated degradation. There are limitations to using
1005western botting, however, such as its semiquantitate nature, its
1006limited dynamic range for low abundant proteins, the need of
1007specific antibodies and its inability to track degradation in real
1008time or in living cells.
1009The modern capillary electrophoretic separation technique
1010provided by ProteinSimple can improve upon immunoblotting
1011quantitation and range [79]. Similarly, mass spectrometry can be
1012implemented to improve quantitation in protein degradation stud-
1013ies. However, these techniques are still unable to probe real-time
1014degradation in living cells.
1015Determining PROTAC degradation in living cells in real time
1016has primarily been performed using ectopically expressed fluores-
1017cent protein conjugates. Application of fluorescent conjugates has
1018been demonstrated with MZ1-mediated degradation of
1019GFP-tagged BRD4, and halo-PROTAC-induced degradation of
1020Halo-GFP [33, 80]. While using florescent reporters enables the
1021collection of real-time degradation data, ectopically expressed pro-
1022tein conjugates utilise constitutive promoters, which can mask the
1023real degradation kinetics. Gene tagging of a fluorescent reporter at
1024endogenous level, e.g. using CRISPR-Cas9, can circumvent this
1025issue; however, this requires significant time and effort and also
1026risks altering the endogenous protein expression. An example of
1027this from our own laboratory was described in the recent work by
1028Tovell et al. where our optimised HaloPROTAC-E, a chloroalkane
1029conjugate of high-affinity VHL binder VH298, induced reversible
1030degradation of two HaloTag-tagged proteins, SGK3 and
1031VPS34 [81].
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1032A smaller tag can help reduce the time required in producing
1033tagged protein and is less likely to abrogate protein function.
1034Riching et al. used the NanoLuc split luciferase technology of
1035HiBiT, and LgBIT discussed above to track dBET1- and
1036MZ1-mediated degradation of BET proteins in real time in live
1037cells [70]. The benefit of this approach is the small size of the
1038integrated HiBiT tag, the extended dynamic range, absent the
1039need for specific antibodies, its high resolution, and its real-time
1040application makes it a tractable technology for PROTAC degrada-
1041tion studies.
1042

3.2.3 Assessing Protein

Degradation In Vivo

1043PROTACs are an exciting modality in drug discovery with great
1044potential for therapeutic intervention. Despite this, in-vivo analysis
1045of PROTAC efficacy is still in its infancy. The in-vivo analysis of
1046PROTACs is of increasing importance as the field progresses
1047towards clinical intervention—with two candidates currently in
1048clinical trial: Arvinas’s ARV-110 for prostate cancer and ARV-471
1049for breast cancer. Due to PROTACs typical lack of conformity with
1050Lipinski’s rule of five, it is crucial to determine PROTAC bioavail-
1051ability and therefore in-vivo distribution parameters. The first
1052in-vivo analysis of PROTAC efficacy was performed in 2015 in
1053mice by two independent groups, where one explored the protein
1054expression of εRRα after treatment of 100 mg/kg εRRα PROTAC
1055in mouse heart and kidney cell and the other group determined
1056tumour volume reduction in explanted MV4:11 cell in a mouse
1057hind limb in response to DBET1 targeting of BET proteins
1058[13, 82]. These initial in-vivo experiments established PROTAC
1059efficacy via its impact on explanted tumour growth and determin-
1060ing endogenous mouse proteins levels using immunoblotting or
1061proteomics approaches, however, were still limited to intraperito-
1062neal or intravenous routes of administration. More AU10recently, Sun
1063et al. demonstrated both intraperitoneal and oral administration of
1064FKBP12 degrader mediated rapid, and reversible FKBP12 degra-
1065dation in mice and highlighted the clinical potential of oral admin-
1066istration of PROTACs [83]. This is now established as several orally
1067bioavailable PROTACs have entered the clinic [84].
1068One recent development has been the utilisation of luciferase
1069tagging to determine PROTAC efficacy in vivo using noninvasive
1070bioluminescent imaging. Bioluminescent imaging is a powerful
1071noninvasive optical imaging technique that works well in whole-
1072murine models due to their naturally low intrinsic bioluminescence
1073and that luminescence is penetrant up to several centimetres. An
1074example of this approach enabled observation of real-time degra-
1075dation of an FKBP12-conjugated luciferase in MV4;11 cells
1076explanted into mice by novel VHL degrader compounds [85].
1077
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10784 Concluding Remarks

1079The catalytic, substoichiometric mode of action of PROTAC is
1080underpinned by the ternary complexes they form with the target
1081protein that is intended to be ubiquitinated and degraded and the
1082recruited E3 ubiquitin ligase. Consequently, the ternary complex is
1083a key intermediate species required for PROTAC mode of action.
1084Despite this, the prevailing approach in the field has been to mea-
1085suring directly and almost exclusively the final outcome, i.e. protein
1086degradation, often coupled with measurement of binary inhibi-
1087tion/binding at the respective target and E3 ligase. However,
1088recent studies have highlighted that ternary complex stability,
1089cooperativity, kinetics and potentially geometry are emerging and
1090important features that drive potency and efficiency of PROTAC-
1091induced target degradation. As a result, much attention is now
1092being devoted to approaches to studying the thermodynamics,
1093kinetics and structural features of ternary complex formation equi-
1094libria and how these influence cellular activities. Here, we cover the
1095key principles and methods being used to understand and study
1096PROTAC ternary complexes and some of the key studies that have
1097led to their current development. We advocate that these
1098approaches and methods should instead be much more mainstream
1099and be part of screening cascades to help guide and drive PROTAC
1100design and characterisation campaigns. We anticipate that studies of
1101ternary complexes and PROTAC mode of action will provide a
1102fertile and exciting area of focus for important advances and
1103method development in future.
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